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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a system for “video-
based cooking communication” that allows a home cook to
learn cooking by communicating with other skilled cooks or
friends over the internet. Because users will want to concentrate
on cooking rather than the process of communicating, it is
desirable to include multimedia technologies in the system, such
as video summarization, to support communication. Our pro-
posed multimedia processing platform for video-based cooking
communication, “IwaCam,” includes software to enable video-
based communication and functions to access raw video and
audio. Researchers are only required to implement multimedia
processing as a plugin to support communication. We also present
simple plugins. In addition, we testedIwaCamwith them in home
kitchens. Our platform is friendly to both researchers and users
in several aspects.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Many people cook in their daily lives. Initially, they might
learn culinary skills by cooking with their older family mem-
bers. This learning style is very effective because they can
observe real actions of a skilled home cook. In addition, this
style is interactive and thus someone learning to cook can ask
questions and immediately receive advice from a skilled home
cook. Even after they start to live separately from their family,
many would-be cooks want to learn more about cooking.
Therefore, they read recipe books, search for recipes on the
Web, or watch TV cooking shows. However, recipe books
do not always provide sufficient visual information about
cooking details. Moreover, with TV cooking shows, cooking
students cannot ask questions and cooking experts cannot
offer personalized advice by observing a student’s cooking
techniques. Even after they learn almost all they can from their
family members, books, internet, or TV cooking shows, they
still want to know various useful tips and interesting variations.

A computer system equipped with some cameras, a micro-
phone, and an Internet connection has the potential to allow
students to learn more about cooking as if they were cooking
with a skilled cook or a friend. In this paper, we propose a
system for “video-based cooking communication,” in which
two persons make their own dishes in different kitchens while
communicating with each other over the Internet. For example,
with our system, a skilled cook or an instructor can observe
the other cook’s way of using a knife to slice food and give
appropriate advice for the cook to avoid an accident. When

a pair of friends cooks a similar dish with our system, they
can share the cooking experience to exchange their tips and
to learn about an unexpected ingredient from the other.

Just as [1] automatically controlled cameras to produce
a cooking show in a TV studio, multimedia technologies
will contribute to natural cooking communication over the
Internet. Recently, some researched have been conducted for
the cooking domain in the multimedia field [2]–[9]. To apply
these multimedia technologies to video-based cooking com-
munication, we also propose a multimedia processing platform
to support video-based communication. The contributions of
our platform are as follows:

• The system supports multi-point video communication
and provides several functions to help researchers to eas-
ily access raw video and audio. It automatically supports
the handling of devices and the control of video- and
audio-stream transmission and provides a default user
interface (UI). Therefore, researchers do not have to be
concerned about handling devices, establishing network
connections, and controlling media streams. Researchers
can concentrate on developing modules for processing
video and audio streams.

• Researchers can build multimedia processing modules
as plugins and test them on the video communication
platform. Because this platform can handle multiple plu-
gins, it also helps to accelerate collaborations with other
researchers.

• To make the system user friendly, it operates on a
consumer-level personal computer (PC) and web cameras,
and communicates via home networks. It also helps
researchers collect data in a practical environment, i.e.,
in a standard home rather than in their laboratories.

• By introducing state-of-the-art multimedia processing, the
system has the potential to be more user friendly. This
will accelerate the transfer from multimedia technologies
to the development of support for human-to-human com-
munication.

In this paper, we first discuss the requirements for video-
based cooking communication. Next, we describe the architec-
ture of our platform, which we callIwaCam, for video-based
communication. In addition, we implement several simple



functions using video processing technologies as plugins of
IwaCamto meet the requirements. Then, we report the results
of our preliminary experiments to investigate the usability of
the system along with real cooking communication experi-
ments in home kitchens. Finally, we discuss future works
to implement multimedia processing to support video-based
cooking communication.

II. V IDEO-BASED COOKING COMMUNICATION

A. How does it differ from video communication?

For video-based communication to convey the circum-
stances in each kitchen, the system needs to handle devices
such as cameras, microphones, and loud speakers and control
the transmission of video and audio streams. In addition, the
system must also support human-to-human communication.
With the conventional tools for video-based communication,
such as Skype, it is assumed that the users sit in front of
the display equipped with a single video camera. Because
the users keep watching the display and concentrating on the
conversation, it is sufficient for the video-based communica-
tion to transmit the video and audio of their face or upper
body and voice in real time. On the other hand, in the case
of cooking communication, the users mainly concentrate on
cooking and not communication. Because cooking needs to
occupy their attention, they cannot keep watching the display.
They also need to pay attention to what they are handling
at the sink, countertop, and oven — that is to say, all over
the kitchen. Therefore, even if the user keeps listening to
the other participants, he or she might not watch the video.
Because cooks mostly watch their hands and the food they are
preparing, they can only occasionally glance at the display. To
understand the situation of the other participants, a desirable
feature of the system is the ability to summarize the video and
keep it presented on the display as in [10].

B. Requirements

As a result, a cooking communication system must have the
following equipment for each user’s environment:
E1. Multiple cameras: Because a kitchen is wide or some-

times angled, it is difficult to cover the entire kitchen
with a single camera. Therefore, the system needs at
least two cameras located within the kitchen, e.g. one
covers the stove area and the other covers the countertop
and sink area. Another camera might be useful to capture
the cook’s face.

E2. One microphone: A microphone is used to detect the
voice and transmit it to the other participants. Because
it is not necessary to detect all the sounds in a kitchen,
for example, the sound of boiling water, a small headset
microphone is the most suitable.

E3. A display and an earphone: A kitchen must have a
display and a loud speaker to show the actions of the
other participants. Although a kitchen is very noisy, a
cook has to listen to the sounds of cooking as well.
Therefore, an earphone is more suitable than a loud
speaker.

E4. A personal computer: The above devices are connected
to a computer with Internet access. The computer must
be small to fit into a kitchen environment well and must
be capable of executing all the system functions, as we
discuss below.

Most of the above equipments are similar to the conventional
video-based communication, but different in the number of
cameras. Since our system is aiming at the real use, these
devices must be consumer-level which is in an ordinary home.
Moreover, the system is desirable to provide the following
functions for supporting the communication.

F1. Temporal summarization: As [10] proposed, a visual
summary of the ongoing cooking will be helpful to
the other participants. This must not be a raw video
but a summary because there are unnecessary scenes
within the entire sequence. For example, an action such
as a cook washing his or her hands is not required to
illustrate cooking methods. The system must determine
key scenes of the instructor for illustrating methods at a
glance.

F2. Spatial summarization: To summarize actions over time,
spatial summarization will also be required. Although
the system uses multiple cameras to cover the major
actions in the kitchen, they are inefficient to present
everything simultaneously, for example, capturing what
is happening on the stove, on the countertop, at the sink,
and the cook’s expressions. As in TV cooking shows, it
is required to choose appropriate camera shots to convey
the situation in the kitchen. Moreover, a suitable region
should be shown in close-up to illustrate the details of
the cooking action.

F3. Camera and scene selection controlled by voice: The
above functions should be performed automatically on
the basis of computer vision techniques and not as
in [10], which used processes performed with a Wiz-
ard of Oz approach. However, such techniques might
sometimes fail. For the system to be user friendly, it
should provide some methods to manually control the
summarizations. As an example, it would be useful to
allow the users to switch between cameras using voice
commands, thus not having to manipulate a mouse and
keyboard.

III. PROPOSED PLATFORM ANDAPIS [11]

To satisfy the previously described requirements, much
effort will be needed to incorporate multimedia technologies.
However, a system for video-based cooking communication
also requires much attention to handle devices, establish
network connections, and control media streams. Our system,
IwaCam, supports researchers in multimedia technologies by
supporting fundamental functions for video-based communi-
cation and provides many application programming interfaces
(APIs) to access raw video and audio streams.
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A. Base architecture

IwaCamcommunicates using a bidirectional star topology
that can accommodate up to four sites via a TCP/IP network.
Communication is limited to four sites in order to meet the re-
quirements of screen separation to allow for the processingca-
pacity of PCs and to provide a human-scale of communication.
Figure 1 illustrates a basic four-site communication model.
This model adopts a central server and has no privileged
users; therefore, all participating users have the same status
and all sites (clients) communicate with the central server.
With the central server model, it is easy to implement the
bidirectional star topology for multiple-user communication
within various user-level Internet environments. Each client
application can communicate with the other three sites by
connecting to the central server. The disadvantage of using
a central server model is that the traffic concentrates in the
central server. As a result, the server and its connected network
form a bottleneck. Although we can solve the problem using
a hybrid peer-to-peer technique [12] for load distributionand
scalability, we think that it is not essential to provide a solution
at this time, and therefore, we leave it for future work.

IwaCamconsists of host applications running on a Windows
operating system (OS) and a server application named “room-
server” (roomsrv) running on Linux, FreeBSD, and any other
UNIX-like OS. The host application runs on client computers
and can handle up to three cameras. Only three cameras can be
used owing to the restrictions of the USB 2.0 bandwidth. The
communication protocol of real-time video and audio trans-
mission uses UDP for minimizing communication delay. UDP
allows packet drops and henceIwaCamalso has an alternate
assured data transmission method on TCP. To conserve the
bandwidth,IwaCamcompresses video and audio streams using
Motion JPEG and Speex codec, respectively.

Because users’ computer and network environments can
vary, IwaCam has a UI for setting parameters. This UI has
five setting groups: camera selection, microphone selection,
destination server information, video filtering parameters, and
network transmission parameters. Using a camera selection
setting, a user can select up to three camera devices that are
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Fig. 2. Basic model of plugin architecture

connected to a PC. Microphone selection is performed similar
to camera selection, except that there is only one audio source.
The destination server’s information includes hostname orIP
address, connecting port, and username. Filtering parameters
configure parameters of video and audio streaming from a
device. Network transmission parameters are important for
IwaCam because a user’s network environment can include
diverse features, such as delay times, throughput speed, and
amount of fluctuation of the communication line.IwaCamcan
be used to select video size, video compression rate, and frame
rate.

B. Plugin architecture

IwaCamenables researchers to add any optional multimedia
processing codes in the form of a plugin. We call that “plugin
architecture.” Plugin codes can directly process sequential
frames from input devices. After processing, the plugin returns
the results toIwaCam for transmitting the data stream. The
plugin model is shown in Figure 2. Plugin codes can be
developed independently from theIwaCamhost application in
the Windows Dynamic Link Library (DLL) format. Therefore,
these DLL plugin codes are applied by simply placing them
into theIwaCamplugins folder. If multiple plugins are placed
in the folder, they will be all running one by one in file name
order.

IwaCam uses Microsoft DirectShow libraries for the effi-
cient processing of sequential frames. Microsoft DirectShow
is the media streaming architecture for the Microsoft Windows
platform, which provides many libraries for handling multime-
dia streams.

Figure 3 shows the plugin structure for processing a video
stream. The host application can handle three cameras; hence,
each camera’s capture streams call the VFrameCallback()
function that is defined in the host application. The video
stream selector, Camera Switch, selects the video stream to
be processed and turns over the stream to the codec section.
A plugin can select or identify an active camera with the
SelectCamera() or GetCurrentCamera() functions, respectively.
The audio stream architecture is the same as the video stream
architecture, except that there is only one audio source.

There are two types of plugin functions: callback functions
and API functions. Callback functions that are defined by
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plugins are called by the host application, and API functions
that are defined by the host application are called by plugins.

Although there are many callback functions and APIs for
handling video and audio streams,IwaCam also has reli-
able data transmission APIs. These APIs such as SendText()
and SendImage() functions (see Figure 4) transmit via TCP,
whereas video and audio streams are transmitted via UDP.
These APIs provide reliable text transfer or binary transfer.

C. Examples of plugins

We implemented some simple but useful plugins for video-
based cooking communication on the basis of theIwaCam
architecture.

1) Archiving plugin: For analyzing the cooking communi-
cation, it is important to review the situation in the kitchens.
Therefore, we also implemented a plugin to archive captured
video and audio.

As for video, IwaCam cannot guarantee the isochronous
capture of images owing to the limitation of the performance
of users’ computers. Thus, this plugin archives a video as a
sequence of images, each of which has a timestamp in its
filename. The plugin enables users to select the frame rate for
controlling the load on the computer. The plugin also supports
several file formats, BMP, PNG, JPG, GIF, and TIFF, for
storing the images. When we stored the images of two VGA
cameras using the PNG file format, we obtained video with a
frame rate of about 8 fps without dropping frames.

As for audio, the plugin records sound using the WAV
format with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and a bit rate of

16.
This plugin has an interface that enables users to control

archiving and select the output folder, file format, and frame
rate. The interface also displays all videos to the users for
confirmation.

2) Plugin for switching cameras:As a simple solution for
spatial summarization (F2), we implemented a simple plugin
for switching cameras. This plugin selects the camera by
detecting the cook’s activities. In a cooking situation, a cook
prepares food in different locations in the kitchen. The cameras
capture various scenes in the kitchen. The plugin continuously
evaluates the changes in the scenes from each camera and
selects the camera that is capturing scenes in which there
is more change or movement than in the scenes from the
other cameras. To evaluate the change, the plugin calculates
the change in intensity for each pixel and converts the dif-
ference into a binary image by thresholding. The threshold is
determined on the basis of the distribution of the differences.
When the exposure of the camera is automatically adjusted,
the difference will be uniformly enlarged to the entire image.

3) A plugin of timeline:As a simple solution for temporal
summarization (F1), we implemented a simple plugin for
taking snapshots to present the timeline of the cooking ac-
tivities. This plugin creates a thumbnail image of the captured
image using any user-defined condition and displays six recent
thumbnails on the window.

This plugin can collaborate with the plugin used to switch
cameras, thus making thumbnails of the images from the cam-
era that has been selected by the camera-switching plugin. In
this way,IwaCamhandles spatial and temporal summarization
with only two simple collaborating plugins.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We testedIwaCamand the plugins for video-based cooking
communication. We assumed the communication would be
between two cooksT(eacher) andS(tudent) who know each
other well (e.g., a pair of friends or a mother and a daughter).
Both of them routinely cook in their homes in their daily
lives. S is less proficient at cooking and wants to learn how
to cook a meal fromT. If they lived together, sharing the
same kitchen,S would typically learn how to cook fromT by
practicing cooking together.IwaCam facilitates such cooking
communication even in the case where the participants live far
apart.

Before they start this experiment,T connects offline with
S and communicates the ingredient list for the meal. The
participant prepares each ingredient individually. Then,they
connect to the roomserver usingIwaCam at the appointed
time. When the cooking begins,T instructsS on how to cook
the meal step- by-step fromT’s home, andIwaCamcaptures
T’s words and actions and sends the audio and video toS,
who learns how to cook by listening and watching the audio
and video and followingT’s cooking actions step-by-step.S
is allowed to ask questions at any time.S can also askT to
suspend cooking wheneverS has trouble or cannot keep up
with T.
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Fig. 5. Iwacam configuration in practical kitchen environments

At each step of cooking, they might have the following four
types of conversations:

• T instructsS about a cooking step they are going to do.
• S reports whether he or she understandsT’s instructions

and asksT whenever he or she has any questions.
• S notifiesT when he or she finishes the cooking step.
• They chat while performing a given cooking step.

A. Device settings in a practical kitchen environment

Because kitchen environments vary among homes, device
settings should flexibly respond to each environment. We
installed IwaCam in the kitchen in the homes of two test
subjects.

Figure 5 shows the layout of their kitchens and the arrange-
ment of the devices. Each kitchen is composed of a sink, a
countertop, and a stove area. We set one PC on the front wall
of the countertop in each kitchen. Each PC was an ASUS
Eee Slate B121 computer with a 12.1 inch (1280 800)
LED, an Intel i5-470UM (1.33GHz) processor, 4 GB of DDR3
RAM, and 64 GB of SSD using a Windows 7 Professional
64 bits operating system.IwaCam works on the Slate PC
and connects to the central server via a wireless LAN and
home Internet connection (T: E-mobile Pocket WiFi(GP02),
S: FTTH supplied by NTT W/, Japan). We set two cameras
(Logicool portable webcam C950m) in each kitchen. One
camera views the entire countertop and half of the sink area.
The other camera views the entire stove area. Each cook wears
a headset microphone (Planttronics Voyager PRO+).

(a) countertop of kitchenT (b) stove area of kitchenT

(c) countertop of kitchenS (d) stove area of kitchenS

Fig. 6. Examples of captured images in each kitchen.

Fig. 7. Screenshot of display of kitchenT.

B. Operations and user interface design of IwaCam

Figure 6 shows the captured images. (a) and (b) were cap-
tured fromT’s kitchen, and (c) and (d) were captured fromS’s
kitchen. The plugin selected one camera to send the video to
the other cook’s display. During the experiments, the selected
video images captured from each home were displayed side-
by-side on the Slate PCs’ screens. The screenshot of the
IwaCaminterface onS’s PC is shown in Figure 7. The upper
left portion shows the local video and the upper right portion
shows the remote video. The size of each video is about 8 cm
11.7 cm. In the lower left portion of Figure 7, the load on
the PC by the task manager is shown, and in the lower right
portion, the interface of the plugin is shown.

V. D ISCUSSIONS

To clarify the aspects of the cooking communication, we
tested the system with two subjects assigned as the cooking
teacherT (Teacher) and the cooking studentS (Student). The
experiments were conducted once per week and for a total of
seven times. The meals and cooking times for each experiment



are shown in Table I. To compare the cooking communication
when the subjects cooked the same menu with that when they
cooked a different menu, the two subjects cooked different
meals only during Experiment ID 7.

TABLE I
FOOD NAME AND COOKING TIME ON THE EXPERIMENTS.

ID Menu Cooking time
1 Beef boiled by soy sauce 28 min.

[Different Menu for each]1
2 Steamed pork and chinese cabbage 55 min.
3 Boiled cabbage and salmon in milk 30 min.
4 Chikuzenni 1 h 41 min.
5 Boiled poak and onion with ginger 48 min.
6 Boiled poak with ketchup 23 min.
7 Chef T: Steamed pork and chinese 49 min.

cabbage, ChefS: Nikujaga

A. Roles and requirements of visual information

Camera setting:Unlike the common video chat methods,
both cooks never felt that they wanted to watch the face of the
other. However,T wanted to know whetherS was watching
the display whenT taught the way of the cooking action not
in words but visually. Both cooks felt comfortable that the
cameras captured only the top parts of the kitchen but not
their faces, clothes, and other private spaces in their home.
The cameras near the stoves did not get dirty by splattered oil
because each camera was set obliquely upward on the stove
and at the other side of the ventilating fan. However, because
the camera position and cooks’ viewpoints differed widely,
they had difficulty understanding the geometrical relationship
between the camera and kitchen scenes from the captured
video. Because the stainless steel countertop reflected light like
a mirror, the camera capturing the countertop was sometimes
selected although the subject was not working there.

Window size on the display for the cooking video:Although
the window size for each video was not large enough to
understand the details of the cooking action, both cooks did
not feel frustrated. In the experiments, at any time, each
subject could clarify what cooking actions the other was taking
through the use of conversation. This strongly helped the cooks
to understand the video of each other’s actions.S wanted to
enlarge the video around the area ofT’s hands whenT taught
the way of the cooking action not in words but visually.

Frame rate of cooking video:Because of the narrow band-
width of home networks and low performance speed of the
Slate PCs, we set the video frame rate at 1 fps for this
experiment. Although it seems difficult to understand any
action from a 1 fps video, both cooks felt very little stress
from viewing the video at this frame rate.

Because the cooks handled dangerous tools, such as sharp
knives and hot stoves, they kept watching their hands. In the
experiments, both cooks kept watching their own cooking most
of the time and sometimes glanced at the video. Because
they knew which cooking action they were doing at any time
from their conversation, it is considered that just a glancewas
enough to understand the video.

B. Roles and requirements of speech information

Headset microphone setting:Because the headset micro-
phone was an ear-hook design, both cooks were not annoyed
by wearing it while cooking. A pin microphone would be
another alternative, but it was unfit for this purpose because
a cook tends to bend over while cooking and then the pin
microphone on the cook’s neck captures the ambient cooking
sounds at the same volume level as the cook’s voice.

Sound quality:Although the sound quality was not high,
it was sufficient to keep the conversation going. However, it
was insufficient to recognize the conversational speech using
an automatic speech recognition system (see Section VI-B).
Sometimes the speech sound jumped owing to the narrow
bandwidth of the home network and low performance speed
of the slate PC, thus disrupting the cooks’ conversation.

Behaviors when chefs cooked different menu:In Experiment
ID 7, the subjects cooked different meals. In this case, the
subjects chatted less compared to that in the other cooking
experiments because they had difficulty finding time to talk.
The frequency of watching the display was also reduced
because they did not know what cooking actions the other
was doing, and they did not understand the situation from the
video with just a quick glance.

VI. FUTURE WORKS IN MULTIMEDIA PROCESSING TO

SUPPORT COOKING COMMUNICATION

A. Image processing

Our camera switching plugin (see Section III-C2) simply
selects the camera, but the scene still includes an area withno
change that is of no use to the viewer. BecauseS sometimes
wanted to watchT’s hand area in close-up in the experiments,
it would be more efficient to extract only the working space
from the scene. The working space will have a larger amount
of change than other parts of the image. Based on this idea,
it would be useful to extend the camera switching algorithm
to extract the region of interest from the captured scene.

This plugin, which simply evaluates the change in the
appearance, could deal with most global changes caused by
the automatic exposure adjustments. However, because many
kitchen instruments are made with metallic materials, their
appearance was affected by the change in the nearby environ-
ment. Reflections and flashes of light can cause local changes
in the scene and might pose problems when we try to extend
the switching algorithm to extract the region of interest. Cam-
era switching can also suffer from these reflections. Therefore,
it is expected to introduce sophisticated but computationally
lightweight image processing to implement robust detection.

From the experiments, it is also required to detect whether
the users watch the display and notify each other. This requires
an additional camera to capture images of the cooks’ faces.
Because recent portable PCs have a camera mounted in their
display to capture the user’s face, it is practical to use it for
performing eye tracking.

As for the camera that captures images of the stove area, we
also expect to correct the geometrical distortion in the video.



For example, by performing homographic transformation, the
plane on the stove can be oriented to the plane of the
countertop in the other video. However, such transformation
cannot correct the distortion of any object that is not on the
plane, such as the cook’s hands and pots on the stove. This
distortion might be more uncomfortable to the users. We also
need to consider how to specify camera settings for a wider
variety of kitchens.

B. Speech processing

The system supports more than just video communication
because it recognizes speech. For example, if a cook did not
hear the utterances of the other cook, then he or she can
view the transcription of the conversation or/view an impor-
tant clip/video of the other cook by using voice commands.
Aiming to implement these functions, we conducted a speech
recognition experiment. Because the voice recording function
in IwaCam is designed for human communication and is not
suitable for automatic speech recognition (ASR), we tran-
scribed a recorded, real conversation and spoke the sentences
to measure the accuracy of the ASR system (respeak). We
used the utterances ofS as he/she spoke about the food in
Experiment ID5, as shown in Table I,

The ASR system we used was Julius-4.02. We used the
acoustic model distributed along the system.S respoke the
transcribed sentences with a hand microphone in a silent room.

The language model is a word tri-gram model constructed
from the following texts:

• Yahoo! QA: We used 1,100,373 QA sentences from the
Internet of length less than 200 characters that were
categorized by the topics “cooking,” “food,” or “recipe.”

• Ajinomoto recipes: We used 17,070 procedures.

Because Japanese sentences have no white spaces between
words, we used the short unit defined by the National Institute
for Japanese Language and Linguistics [13] as the word unit.
The sentences were divided into words and their pronuncia-
tions were estimated using KyTea [14].

We measured the ASR accuracy of 313 utterances under the
above conditions and obtained a word accuracy of 59.9%. The
overall accuracy was not sufficiently high and there is room for
improvement. A closer observation of the results revealed that
the ASR system tended to misrecognize colloquial expressions
in human conversations or small-talk about topics other than
cooking. This is quite natural because these conversations
included terms that were not covered by the language model
used in the experiment. On the other hand, the utterances
about foods or cooking procedures were recognized with high
accuracy. Because these utterances related to cooking are of
importance for cooking assistance, the results indicated that
the ASR system can be used in a real environment.

In future work, we need to arrange the recording en-
vironment and build an acoustic model more suitable for
conversations while cooking. A language model built from

2http://julius.sourceforge.jp/ (Accessed on May 14, 2012.)

texts containing the transcription of small-talk could improve
the ASR accuracy.

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed our implementation of “video-
based cooking communication,” which allows someone to
learn how to cook by communicating with other skilled cooks
or friends over the Internet. We discussed about the require-
ments for supporting such communication and proposed the
IwaCamarchitecture, which enables us to introduce multime-
dia technologies as a plugin to support communication. We
testedIwaCamand several plugins during video-based cooking
communication in home kitchens and studied the aspects of
the cooking communication. Because video-based cooking
communication is significantly different from conventional
video-based communication, we verified that several functions
from multimedia processing technologies are required for the
communication. Our future work will introduce state-of-the-art
technologies to implement such functions and evaluate them
during cooking communication.
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